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India's Finance Minister, P. Chidmbaram announced that a website would be set up to receive suggestions from general 
public on the Lokpal Bill. The government did not launch the website citing the reason that it would take more than five 
months to build the website, and by that time the Lokpal Bill drafting committee would finish its work . 
This is one more example of a failed e-governance project. This paper examines the reasons for e-governance projects 
failure and the measures to be undertaken to enhance sustainability of such projects.

(Kejariwal, 2011)

Of late, e-governance has gained very strong ground around the world as well as in India. Recent advances in Information & 
Communication Technologies (ICTs) have raised citizens' expectations of the government and its services. E-governance or 
e-government refers to the use of ICTs to provide more efficient and effective government services, allow greater public 
access to information and make government more accountable to citizens. Recent examples of e-governance in India 
include booking of gas cylinders using mobile, internet; applying and tracking for passport; and numerous other services 
under National e-Governance Plan (NeGP). The Government of India approved the National e-Governance Plan (NeGP) on 
May 18, 2006. It comprises of 27 Mission Mode Projects (MMPs) at the Central, State and Local government levels and 8 
components which constitute core and support infrastructure for MMPs . Table 1 lists the MMPs along with approval date, 
end date, duration, financial outlay and status as in February, 2011.

Software projects generally are fraught with failure and abandoned projects. Majority of large software projects are not 
completed on time or on budget and do not function as intended; about one-quarter of large software development projects 
are never completed (Gibbs, 1994; Davison, Harris et al., 1998). In 1994, the widely reported study of Standish Group found 
that only 16% of all IS projects came in on time and within budget, while 31% were complete failure (Cafasso, 1994; 
The_Standish_Group, 2009). In the 2009 report from Standish Group, Jim Johnson, Standish Group Chairman reports 32% 
of all projects as successful which are delivered on time, on budget, with required features and functions; 44% projects as 
challenged projects which are late, over budget, and/or with less than the required features and functions; and 24% 
projects as failed projects which are cancelled prior to completion or delivered and never used (The_Standish_Group, 
2009). There is improvement in the success rates of software projects over the time, yet the failure rate of software 
development projects is high enough to warrant better insights in the processes of managing these projects (Ewusi-Mensah, 
1997; Hartman and Ashrafi, 2002; Suardi, 2004).

Of late, e-governance has gained very strong ground around the world as well as in India. Recent advances in Information & 
Communication Technologies (ICTs) have raised citizens' expectations of the government and its services. E-governance projects 
have a large component of software development, and have not been able to escape from this troubled legacy of software 
development projects. Though these initiatives are common in most countries, getting the claimed benefits has not been easy for 
various technological as well as organisational reasons (Wimmer, 2002; Saxena, 2004) . This paper discusses the various e-
governance initiatives under National e-Governance Plan (NeGP) in India and proposes a few measures to reduce the risks and 
enhance the sustainability of e-governance projects.
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